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Abstract
This study aims to present the classification model of urban riverside landscapes. The subject of
the research is the riverside landscape of Wroclaw, Poland, as seen from the level of the Oder River.
The assessment was made with the use of the statistical method – the analysis of discriminant functions.
The assessment was conducted on the basis of a detailed analysis of the linear film picture. In order to
build the model on the passage of 70 km, eight parameters, in 354 points every 200 m, were assessed.
The statistical method was used for modeling. The developed model, based on the 8 parameters, allows
for classifying landscapes into the 5 classes of landscape value on the grounds of the classification values
for cases. The efficiency of the developed model is estimated to be on the level of 77%. The built model
can constitute an objective tool of landscape classification that supports making planning decisions.
The application of the model in spatial planning would be allowed to include aesthetic and landscape
aspects in the process of developing riverside areas of a city.

Keywords: the classification of landscape; urban riverside landscape; the analysis of discriminant
functions, parameters of landscape

Introduction
The
issues
concerning
revitalization
and
reconstruction of riversides and the development of
city spaces, according to the idea of a well-balanced
development and the renewed idea of turning city
development toward the direction of a river, have become
a priority in the actions of the authorities of riverside
cities in recent years. These actions aim at providing
the comprehensive and multifunctional development of

*e-mail: iwona.orzechowska-szajda@upwr.edu.pl

a city, going hand in hand with environment protection
and preserving cultural values. The landscape virtues of
city areas, situated by a river, in the face of historical,
economic and cultural transformations, have gained
new value in the last decade as they emphasize the
individuality and uniqueness of riverside cities and
they are becoming very important areas for the urban
development of cities. The junction of the city areas
and the natural habitat represented by a river and the
different types of landscapes alongside the open space
of a river all contribute to the fact that these landscapes
are extremely valuable and sensitive to the introduced
changes. Daniel and Meitner [1], Filova et al. [2], Meyer
and Grabaum [3], Ruelle et al. [4], Zhao et al. [5] and
Zhu et al. [6] indicate that landscape quality assessment
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is an important component of environmental planning
and management. Therefore, in order to conduct a
thorough analysis of a present state, preceding the
indication of the directions of city riverside landscape
management, it is necessary to include (apart from
generally known measurements and indicators used in
spatial planning) landscape values as well.
The issues concerning the evaluation of landscape,
types and divisions of methods, and methodological
problems are the main subjects of numerous research
works within the domain of different spheres of science.
These publications, mainly from the onset of research
development concerning landscape assessment, have
laid the ground for further academic studies that are
dominated by mainstream research on open, natural
and extra-urban landscapes [7-15]. Unfortunately, there
is comparatively little research on urban landscape
management [5, 16].
In the academic research on landscape evaluation,
social preference tests are mostly used [6, 7, 10, 16-24],
whereas in practice in landscape management experts’
evaluation is widely adopted [25]. Churchward et al.
[26] conducted an in-depth assessment of the methods
used mainly in the U.S. in management to assess the
visual impact on the landscape. Indicators applied
in various landscape evaluation models have been

Fig.1. The research area (author study).
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discussed in the study of Cassatella and Peano [27],
and an overview of studies on influencing factors was
given by Kearney and Bradley [28]. And numerous
research conducted over the last decades has shown
that the quality of landscape mark is influenced by
landscape elements, features and also features of tested
respondents. Although a lot of research touches upon the
issue of the influence that respondent’s features have on
preferences [7, 10, 21, 23, 25, 29-30], then Strumse’s [31]
results proved that the differences between evaluating
groups were relatively small in comparison to the
influence of landscape elements and features.
There are few studies that explain the methodological
approach to the models. There is a research trend
based on ecological models. Gómez-Sal et al. [32] have
prepared a conceptual model which takes into account
five dimensions that are considered independent:
ecological, productive, economic, social and cultural
evaluative systems. Although this method was used to
evaluate rural and natural landscapes, the authors only
presented the social and economic aspects without
taking into consideration the visual one. Moreover, this
model is of a descriptive character.
Similarly, the MULBO model [3], which is based
on abiotic, biotic and socio-economic factors, omits the
aesthetic landscape function. Zhao and co-workers [5]
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evaluated a model based on 11 parameters (plain form of
river, plants on water, river accessibility, plants on river
side, types of riparian vegetation, coverage of riparian
vegetation, coverage of riparian vegetation, buildings,
number of colors, degree of wilderness, perspective)
in order to manage riverside areas, dividing them into
urban and rural rivers.
Attentiveness to the aesthetic quality of a landscape
is considered a public duty [25]. Recently, the planning
process has become a very complex and complicated
issue in technical, physical, social, and economic
aspects. Decisions made in landscape management,
especially in the so sensitive environment as the
riverside areas, should always strive for compromise
[32]. When making decisions, having knowledge of what
resources we are dealing with is crucial [6]. Although
many researchers have emphasized the significance
of aesthetic aspects in landscape management,
aesthetic aspects are often ignored due to the failure
to apply quantitative indicators for visual quality [19].
This is why this article aims at presenting a model
for riverside landscape classification in which
quantitative measures have been applied in order to
determine the physical features of a landscape on the
basis of recorded video images.

The borders of the research area are limited
by Opatowice Lock (kilometer 243,5 of the Oder),
Bartoszowice (kilometer 244,2 of the Oder) and Rędzin
Lock (km 260,1 of the Oder). In order to build the
valorization model of the Oder riverside landscape of
Wroclaw, the particular parameters in the points situated
every 200 m were assessed. Altogether, 70 km of the
Oder landscape within the administrative borders of the
city (354 valorization areas) were pointed out, including
177 up and down the river (Fig. 1).
In each of 354 points, three groups of parameters
were analyzed:
–– Parameters concerning the river (Table 1): the width
of the river bed (width of the river equals the distance
between river banks, as marsh land [3], flora.
–– Parameters concerning the city (Table 2): landscape
dominants, destructive elements, historical value.
–– Parameters concerning perception (Table 3): colour
and the two author’s parameters, including horizontal
complexity coefficient and vertical complexity
coefficient.
The landscape, based on observation, was classified
into five landscape value classes:
–– VL – very low value of landscape: views very
restricted to only the view between river banks, no
attention-drawing elements, monotonous landscape.
–– L – low value of landscape: views allowing for a view
into the background, no attention-drawing elements,
not very interesting landscape.
–– M – medium value of landscape: wider views,
monotonous landscape, single attention-drawing
elements.
–– H – high value of landscape: distant wide views,
positive attention-drawing elements, changeable
landscape.
–– VH – very high value of landscape: distant wide
views, many attention-drawing elements, changeable
landscape, dynamic, unique landscape.

Materials and Methods
The subject of this research is the riverside landscape
of Wroclaw as seen from the level of the Oder River.
The assessment was made on the basis of the analysis of
the linear picture registered by means of a professional
Sony camcorder in May 2012 between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
in steady lighting conditions. The camcorder was placed
in the front part of a motor boat in such a way that the
angle of view in relation to the river level was always
constant.
Table 1. Number grading of the parameters concerning the river

Parameters concerning the river
WIDTH OF THE RIVER BED [RB]
1.

Description
of factor

Narrow 0-5 m

Medium
5-20 m

Wide
20-100 m

Very wide
>100 m

Number
grade

1

2

3

4

FLORA [F]
Number of species
Description of factor

0

1-3

≥4

Number grade
2.

Lack of flora
Structure

Flora covers the stripe of the width from 0-12m (single specimens
or small groups)
Flora covers the stripe of the width from 12-20 m
Flora covers the stripe of the width over 20 m (compact structure)

Number
grade

0

-

-

-

1

2

-

2

3

-

4

5
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Table 2. Number grading of the parameters concerning the city.
Parameters concerning the city
LANDSCAPE DOMINANTS [LD]
Occurrence
Description of factor

1.

Plan I

Plan II

Plan III

Number grade
Size

Small
Big

Number grade

4

2

0

5

3

1

DESTRUCTIVE ELEMENTS [DE]
Occurrence
Description of factor

2.

Plan I

Plan II

Plan III

Number grade
Size

Small
Big

Number grade

4

2

0

5

3

1

HISTORICAL VALUE [Hv] – sum of points
(classification on the basis of effective legal acts in Poland)
Description of factor

Number grade

Visible whole architectural units of the 1 preservation zone

4

Visible whole architectural units of the 2nd preservation zone

3

Visible single specimens of the 1st preservation zone

1

Visible single specimens of the 2 preservation zone

1

Visible buildings included in the register of monuments

1

st

3.

nd

From the database for 354 cases, 2/3 of those chosen
at random were used to build the model, while the
remaining part of data was used to check the quality of
prediction of the created model.
The static method was used to build the model
– the analysis of discriminant functions of the program
STATISTICA. The analysis of discriminant function
is used to determine questions relating to the
classification of phenomena into certain groups. From
the arithmetic point of view, the main underlying
idea of the discriminant function analysis is
determining if groups differ in view of the means of
a certain variable and next in view of the use of this
variable to predict affinity to a certain group. The most
common use of the analysis of discriminant function
involves the application of numerous measurements
(coefficients) to the research in order to isolate those
that discriminate groups. Palmer and Zube [33]
also used the analysis of discriminant function to
predict landscape classification on the basis of social
preference. The analysis of a discriminant function
is used to decide which variables distinguish
(discriminate) two or more naturally forming groups, for
it searches for rules of conduct that aim at subjugating
multidimensional sites to one of many populations of
known parameters by adhering to the fewest possible

classification errors. This was successfully used in
wide research in many areas, especially in biologicalmedical sciences, to develop classifications based upon
physical and chemical characteristics. Palmer and Zube
[33] described the process of analysis of discriminant
function in detail.
The characteristic feature of the applied method
is the fact that it is conducted in stages. In the first
stage, the stepwise analysis of discriminant functions
was carried out. The stepwise procedure is controlled
by appropriate values of F to enter and F to remove.
The value of F for a variable indicates its statistical
significance in discriminating between certain groups.
The discriminant model was built in eight steps.
Furthermore,
the
canonical
analysis
was
implemented, which resulted in determining functions
that discriminate between certain groups by means
of optimal combination of variables. As far as
arithmetic is concerned, the analysis of canonical
correlation is conducted on the basis of which
successive functions and canonical roots are calculated
(the notion root applies to eigenvalues linked with
appropriate discriminant functions). These functions
are independent or orthogonal, which means that
their use in discriminating between groups does not
coincide.
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Table 3. Number grading and the method of determining the parameters concerning perception.
Parameters concerning perception
COLOUR [C]
1.

Number of colours

Description of factor
Number grade

2.

≤5

6-8

≥9

1

3

5

HORIZONTAL COMPLEXITY COEFFICIENT [HCC]
Description of factor

The ratio of horizontal line length to sectional view length
HCC = hl/s
where:
HCC – horizontal complexity coefficient
hl – horizon line length
s – sectional view length

Method of parameter
determining

VERTICAL COMPLEXITY COEFFICIENT [VCC]
Description of factor

The ratio of the sum of the length of flora line, the length of architectural line and the length of coastal
line to the length of sectional view
VCC = (al+cl+fl)/s

3.
Method of parameter
determining

where:
VCC – Vertical complexity coefficient
al – length of architectural line
cl – length of coast line
fl – length of flora line
s – length of sectional view

In the final stage, on the basis of the best
discriminant function, the classification model of the
riverside landscape of Wrocław was built. This model
comprised 5 classification functions. Each function
allows us to calculate the classification values for
each case in each group by means of the following
formula:

…where:
–– index i defines a certain group,
–– indexes 1, 2, ..., m define m of variables,
–– ci is a constant for i of this group,
–– wij is a weight for j of this variable while calculating
the classification value for i of this group,
–– xj is an observed value for a certain case for j of this
variable,
–– Si signifies the resultant classification score.
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0,283413
1,26801
0,978050
0,119576
20,60111
0,1169510
8
8

HCC

1,268012
HCC
4,226
0,008250
3,51948
0,941604
0,126991
23,49119
0,1195757
7
7

C

3,519477
C
4,227
0,000388
5,35281
0,914153
0,138917
26,77822
0,1269915
6
6

VCC

5,352818
VCC
4,228
0,000002
8,64993
0,868741
0,159906
30,92386
0,1389171
5
5

DE

8,649929
DE
4,229
0,000000
9,74405
0,855094
0,187004
36,14083
0,1599061
4
4

F

9,744049
F
4,230
0,000000
12,05745
0,827276
0,226048
45,07374
0,1870041
3
3

LD

12,05745
LD
4,231
0,000000
20,3962
0,739832
0,305540
63,99092
0,2260482
2
2

RB

20,39617
RB
4,232
0,00
132,3962
0,305540
1,000000
132,40
0,3055398
1
1

Hv

Variable of
the highest F
to enter
Number of
variables
in the model
Step

The last
introduced
variable

Wilks’ lambda
for all
variables in
the model

F for all
variables in
the model

Wilks’ lambda
Partial value of
F to remove
for
Wilks’ lambda
for
the introduced
for the
the introduced
variable
introduced variable
variable

The level
of p for the
introduced
variable

F for
the variables
outside the
model

Outside the model
In the model

Table 4. The stepwise analysis of discriminant functions - the table of basic statistics.

The standard statistics used in the stepwise analysis
of discriminant functions to determine the statistical
significance of the discriminative power of the built
model are as follows: the level of significance p and
the level of implementation F – the level of statistical
value of F decides on the order of introducing a variable
into the model. The value of Wilks’ lambda is enclosed
in brackets from 1,0 (lack of discriminative power) to
0,0 (perfect discriminative power), whereas the partial
value of Wilks’ lambda is a Wilks’ lambda defining
the specific contribution of a certain variable into the
process of group discrimination.
Subsequently, the parameters of the highest values
of F to enter were introduced (Table 4). The factor of
historical value was introduced to the model as the
first one, and the horizontal complexity coefficient was
introduced to the model as the last one, which was
done in the eighth step of the stepwise analysis of the
discriminant function.
As a result of the conducted canonical analysis,
4 discriminant functions were obtained (the results
of the canonical analysis are presented in Tables 5
and 6). While comparing the calculated discriminant
functions, it can be noticed that the best level of p was
achieved by functions 1 and 2, whereas the lowest
values of the Wilks’ lambda were recorded for function
1. The analysis of the means of the canonical variables
shows as well that function 1 discriminates between
certain groups best (Table 6). Function 1 (Root 1)
clearly discriminates between classes VH, H and VL.
The approximated values of the means of canonical
variables were obtained for class L and M. Function 2
clearly discriminates between classes VL and M, while
function 3 discriminates between class VL and function
4 discriminates between class L.
The model was built on the basis of the first
discriminant function (the classification functions) and
includes 5 formulas:

F to enter

Results and Discussion
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Table 5. The Chi-squared tests of the following roots (of the discriminant functions).
Eigenvalue

Canonical - R

Wilks’ lambda

Chi-square

df

Level of p

1

3,596485

0,884558

0,116951

494,6531

32

0,000000

2

0,540522

0,592342

0,537564

143,0733

21

0,000000

3

0,181334

0,391790

0,828128

43,4693

12

0,000019

4

0,022186

0,147323

0,978296

5,0579

5

0,408854

…where:
Hv – historical value
RB – width of the river bed
LD – landscape dominants
F – flora
DE – destructive elements
VCC – vertical complexity coefficient
C – colour
HCC – horizontal complexity coefficient
VL – class – very low value of landscape
L – class – low value of landscape
M – class – medium value of landscape
H – class – high value of landscape
VH – class – very high value of landscape
The classification functions were obtained for each
of the groups used directly to classify cases. A certain
case is classified to the group for which it has the highest
classification value.
The results of the model prediction by means
of Mahalanobis distance are presented in Table 7.
This distance is a measure that can be used in the
multidimensional space defined by the variables in the
model; it is calculated between each case and the centre
of each group (that is the centroid of a group, defined by
appropriate group means for each variable). The closer
the case to a certain group centroid, the more we can
be assured that it belongs to this group. The cases that
were classified by the model were marked in colour; the
cases that were wrongly classified were marked with a
thick box.
The summary of the developed model’s prediction
are presented in Table 8. The highest number of
correctly classified cases (88,88%) belongs to class
M. The high correctness of prediction (over 83%) was
also recorded for class VL. The lowest correctness of
classification was obtained for class H (61,9% correctly

classified cases). The average correctness of the model
classification amounts to 77,31%.
The summary of the verification results of the
model prediction quality for 116 cases are presented in
Table 9. 100% effectiveness was recorded for classes
H and VL. The average quality of the verified model
prediction equals 72,41%. In the verified cases, no case
classification to class VH was recorded.
Most of the methods used in the process of landscape
management views the value of landscape as the sum of
chosen factors, which can lead to the simplification of
the complex phenomenon, which is called the landscape
classification. The method of discriminant function
analysis, used in this research, allows one to find and
define the model of dependence of the examined
parameters in relation to the potential classes.
Although this prepared model has the character
of an expert approach, the model’s methodical
assumptions refer, as suggested by Kalivoda at al. [25],
to scientifically proven findings regarding landscape
perception. More recent work emphasizes the need
for an integrated assessment of both expert and social
assessment of landscape values and preferences [34]. As
objective evaluation of the aesthetic value of different
landscape elements is difficult, as stressed by Frank at
al. [35], Dramstad at al. [19] or Tveit, Ode and Fry [36].
Results of worldwide research identifying indicators
that influence the landscape valuation were used for the
model’s methodological principles.
The conducted research shows that the biggest
positive influence on the distinction between certain
classes of landscape value have the following factors,
as follows: historic value, landscape dominants,
and the vertical complexity coefficient. Destructive
elements in the landscape have a negative impact. The
analogous results can be traced in the work of Arriaza

Table 6. The means of canonical variables.
Root1

Root2

Root3

Root4

VL

-1,98819

-1,57184

-2,40517

-0,079179

L

-0,97600

-0,82585

0,29550

0,000201

M

-0,53359

0,68410

-0,04810

-0,021710

H

3,62808

-0,13936

-0,12894

0,305071

VH

6,35823

-0,43751

0,05089

-0,543219

…

36,9283

43,3519

55,2115

58,2943

76,4865

75,6015

66,0616

40,3279

53,1140

63,4034

73,0965

64,1333

52,4682

54,3020

24,8305

25,0968

38,0337

38,3771

33,9379

15,9679

18,3259

…

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

…

VL

...

Case No.

…

23,7701

22,1614

36,2695

40,3705

41,1480

31,4956

35,8889

62,9392

64,1113

81,8098

90,9411

76,5331

64,4859

53,1364

83,0902

86,7032

86,0006

71,9550

68,0793

48,4163

44,8412

…

L

…

21,5142

20,0958

34,7519

38,6695

39,5965

30,6455

34,9514

67,4158

65,3512

85,9854

94,7275

78,2573

64,5239

52,9537

87,7327

90,7238

90,6120

75,5570

71,3377

49,3816

44,9606

…

M

…

9,4839

8,9606

23,5032

26,9581

29,1911

22,8233

47,1593

79,8214

65,1793

91,7080

107,4614

92,3446

77,2613

70,3974

107,8234

103,3482

104,9090

78,6427

73,7297

47,3364

32,1050

…

H

The results of classification functions

…

-9,2432

-8,8029

7,7497

10,5044

14,1344

7,5371

43,2738

81,5456

56,2342

88,3482

106,9944

91,1464

71,9974

72,6062

111,4237

102,4722

106,4331

68,6722

64,6197

34,6963

12,6050

…

VH

…

L

L

L

M

L

M

H

VH

M

H

H

VH

VH

VH

VH

VH

H

H

H

L

L

…

Observed
classification

…

L

L

L

L

L

L

H

VH

M

H

H

H

H

VH

VH

H

VH

H

H

L

L

…

Model
prediction

…

10,0025

12,7897

7,3729

7,1565

9,9404

13,3516

66,7127

69,3363

42,1376

71,201

82,5464

65,329

73,9557

71,4469

94,9078

71,0401

78,0729

49,599

42,9812

14,2638

14,3413

…

VL

…

4,2438

5,533

7,8408

8,3003

8,8428

5,6846

49,7274

57,1935

23,9814

40,9798

51,9882

44,1999

56,3423

50,9617

65,9824

53,9672

64,176

27,4086

22,3763

9,2652

3,6453

…

L

…

9,6002

10,5083

11,7197

12,5465

12,7895

8,2284

52,445

49,083

22,3456

33,4707

45,2583

41,595

57,11

52,1692

57,5393

46,7697

55,7961

21,0478

16,7028

8,1787

4,251

…

M

…

30,61921

29,73708

31,17549

32,92771

30,55871

20,8312

24,98735

21,2301

19,6482

18,98406

16,74886

10,37899

28,59408

14,24002

14,31625

18,47941

24,16037

11,83491

8,87726

9,22763

26,92075

H

…

65,95232

63,1415

60,55924

63,7133

58,54878

49,28122

30,63283

15,65727

35,41742

23,57808

15,55848

10,65277

37,00074

7,69502

4,98958

18,10991

18,98842

29,65377

24,97436

32,38765

63,80088

VH

Mehalanobis squared distances from the centroids of groups

Table 7. The results of the model’s classification – values of classification functions and Mehalanobis squared distances (fragment of the chart).
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Table 8. The matrix of classification. Lines: observed classification. Columns: predicted classification.
Class

Percentage - Correct

L - p = ,32773

M - p = ,50000

H - p = ,10924

VH - p = ,03782

VL - p = ,02521

L

64,19753

52

27

0

0

2

M

88,88888

10

104

2

0

1

H

61,90476

0

6

13

2

0

VH

76,92307

0

0

3

10

0

VL

83,33334

1

0

0

0

5

Total

77,31092

63

137

18

12

8

at al. [16], who describes the negative relationship
between landscape value and the negative elements
of anthropogenic origin. The research conducted by
Ozimek at al. [37] confirms the fact that margins and
lines have an important role in landscape perception; in
the model developed in this research they are described
by the parameters VCC and HCC. Also, in research
conducted by Junge at al. [10], variety had a big influence
on landscape preferences, albeit in an experiment that
compared rural areas to areas of meadows and forest
cover. Similarly, in research carried out in Switzerland
by Junge at al. [8], printing fields of partly “leathery”
look was not perceived as sloppy, but were clearly liked
due to their natural look and variety. The fact that the
parameters describing structure complexity and at the
same time the landscape view, entail attributes that have
the greatest impact on aesthetic quality that was also
presented in research results obtained by De la Fuente
de Val et al. [18] and Orzechowska-Szajda [38].
Landscape classification for individual classes was
completed on the basis of results obtained in pilot
research carried out on a 4km segment of the Odra River
in Wroclaw, with varied landscape. In this research, 20
respondents classified pictures for individual classes of
landscape quality. On this basis, a description of classes
was performed. Partial results of this pilot research were
presented in [38, 39].
Many scientists use various picture media as a source
for obtaining data for landscape evaluation. Dramstad et
al. [19], Frank et al. [35], Howley [7], Junge et al. [10],
Kalivoda et al. [25], Maehr et al [22], Pflüger et al. [40],
Tveit [36], and Van Zanten et al. [15] use photographs
for social preferences research, whereas Lim et al.

[41] in the research on impact evaluation of planned
activities on landscape used 3D visualisations by means
of computer-generated graphics. Daniel and Meitner [1]
doubt the realism of applied graphical presentations.
Hetherington, Daniel and Brown [42], similarly as in
this study, used video images to record landscape and
presented this as a way of obtaining and presenting data
as the most sensitive. Using images recorded by video
camera provides many more possibilities for verification
of data and to determine the frequency necessity for
observation points.
Other research, conducted on the basis of perception,
prove that one of the most important elements that
have an influence of aesthetic landscape value is flora.
Species diversity is an important element that influences
landscape aesthetics as confirmed in research carried
out in rular/farming landscapes [43-44]. Species
complexity, views rich in species increased preferences
of farm-tourism landscapes in Norway, the Netherlands,
and Switzerland [9, 14]. Zhao at al. [5] obtained other
results where species, variety of trees and the presence
of water plants constituted negative predictive factors
for aesthetic preferences for urban rivers.
Bulut and Yilmaz [17] and Dramstad et al. [19],
and Howley [7] again prove that water is of significant
importance. The conducted research in the work also
shows the following parameters: historical value and
landscape dominants contribute the most to the class
discrimination of the landscape value. Jungea at al. [10]
stresses that hitherto colours and texture have rarely
been investigated in landscape preference research.
Jungea at al. [10] and Zhao at al. [5] have proven the
significance of these parameters. River width, and at the

Table 9. The predicted matrix of the model. Lines: predicted classification. Columns: predicted classification.
Class

Percentage of the correct model prediction

VL

L

M

H

VH

VL

100

2

0

0

0

0

L

62,5

0

30

18

0

0

M

78,125

0

13

50

1

0

H

100

0

0

0

2

0

VH

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

72,41379

2

48

64

2

-
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same time distance of the view, are also scientifically
confirmed, if only by Kalivoda at al. [25], who took into
consideration distance in their research (distant/short
views), or Strumse [31] in whose research landscape
openness was a significant element. Interesting
similarities can also be noticed while comparing the
results of Real at al. [24] and the received results in this
research.
The model obtained in this research finds the
dependence between the examined parameters of
landscape and the class of its value. The efficiency of
the developed model is estimated on the level of 77%.
The issues connected with landscape and its assessment
are extremely complex. This fact is also emphasized by
Feimer at al. [45], maintaining that the desired level of
credibility in the landscape research amounts to 0,70
and more. The analysis of wrongly classified cases by
the model shows that most cases of function values for
the classes observed and predicted by the model are
very close. As a rule, they are adjoining classes. This
fact can inform a researcher about the probability of the
wrong model prediction or about the fact that the value
of certain landscapes is on the border of two classes.
Palmer and Zube [33] assumed efficiency discriminant
function analysis on the level of 75%. The obtained
model was verified on the Wisla River in Krakow, and
the results showed that the model works on mediumsized rivers such as the Odra or Wisła [46]. It is not
known, however, whether the adopted parameters would
work on other large rivers in Europe.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

Conclusions
In the source literature there is no research that
would evaluate such diverse landscape as in this study,
therefore, despite prolific support in the literature for the
general methodical assumptions applied in this method,
further model predictions with social preferences should
be tested in order to evaluate mutual correlations.
Further research should also be directed at verifying the
usefulness of this method for landscape evaluation in
other geographic areas, for other rivers in Europe and
worldwide.
This study is one voice in a wide, interdisciplinary
discussion on preparing objective methods for landscape
evaluation that has been carried out since the 1970s all
over the world.
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